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Furor en Bilbao. German Yanke. Colecci6n "Gerion" de poesia,
Bilbao, 1987.
German Yanke's Furor en Bilbao contains thirty five poems
that he has written in a very prosaic sty le . There are long as
well as short poems; those that are short read like meditations.
The poems don't have titles which serves as a kind of backdrop to
the fragmentation, loneliness, and sadness that this work
expresses.
The main theme is Bilbao; an ever present "yo" speaks of it
continuously: "Bilbao es un esperpento / y yo estoy borracho."
"Callar, aqui, en Bilbao, / es estar muerto. / O peor:
abandonado." "Diez veces he dicho Bilbao / para convencerme de
que esto no es la muerte."
Poetry and desire for love are two other themes that are
prevalent. With a lack of love, the poet feels isolated and
abandoned, as if he were an anachronism. A poem representative of
the theme of poetry begins "Ayer, a las cuatro y cuarto de la
tarde ••. " The need to write is instinctive, as if it were a
"locura." Later, the poet expresses a sentiment that many other
poets of the late Twentieth Century could understand: "Pertenezco
a la invisible minoria / de los enfermos de literatura." A
desire for love is a theme expressed in a satirical poem that
begins "Una de las cosas mas dificiles de encontrar en Bilbao /
es una mujer que se demore en complacerte." This is a desire for
passion, as it is for love. The poet continues and says that
everyone is in a hurry, "y hay que hacer las cosas, hasta el amor
/ ala velocidad supers6nica .. . " This i s another sentiment
characteristic of the late part of this century.
There is a lot to say about Furor en Bilbao. This work sees
Bilbao through the imagination and poetic expression of German
Yanke, the poet.
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